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Fractured bedrocks are common all over Sweden. In this paper I deal with the
special type of fracturing that appeared during or after the deglaciation. These
rocks appear in the form of: fractured bedrock surfaces, with little or no
deplacement on each side of the fracture; fractured hills, where the width of the
fractures can be in the scale of one centimetre up to several decimetres; boulder
heaps ("blown up" or "blasted" hills), where the direction of the original
fractures can be observed, but the separate blocks and boulders are free with
respects to each other. Sometimes large cave systems have been formed within
the opened fractures and the dislocated boulders. The transition between these
features is not clear. On the same site we can find transitional forms where one
part of the site is a fractured hill, while further away it is developed into a
boulder heap, suggesting that these forms are created by the same processes.

These features were described in single context for the first time in my thesis
(Sjoberg, 1994). Their occurence and characteristics were investigated. Some of
the sites were investigated by means of the Schmidt Test-hammer. Possible
causal origins include: glacial tectonics, frost deformation, methane ventings,
postglacial aseismic stress adjustment, hydro-fracturing and seismotectonics.
These different processes wil be discussed and evaluated.

The bedrock features described are distributed over most parts of Sweden; - or
rather whereever we have looked for them. It is concluded that during the
deglaciation of the Weichselian ice-sheet, a combination of a very fast isostatic
uplift, and corresponding changes in stress and strain, resulted all over Sweden
in a strongly amplified neoseismotectonic activity. Most of the features
described, seems to have been formed as a function of this paleoseismicity. A
possible combination with other processes cannot be excluded.

As long as we continue to debate the processes producing the features here
described, we will remain uncertain of the past, present, and future stability of
the crystalline bedrock in Sweden.
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